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ABSTRACT

Defects in high performance multi-crystalline silicon wafers can be detrimental to the lifetime of the solar cell. It is, therefore, important to
study and understand the underlying structure and chemical elements present at these defective areas in order to suppress them. The under-
lying cause of the D-band emission line “veryintenseD3” (VID3) has not yet been understood, although many theories have been proposed.
In this paper, we have investigated the underlying causes of the d-band emission peak VID3 by hyperspectral photoluminescence imaging,
scanning electron microscopy, electron backscatter diffraction, scanning transmission electron microscopy, and density functional theory
(DFT) to understand the defect structure in areas of a VID3 emission peak in more detail. We found a high VID3 peak intensity at sub-
grain and Σ3 twin boundaries bordering to grains with a small misorientation, which suggests higher stress in these regions. Defects close to
the twin boundary indicate a light element dopant in the area, such as oxygen. DFT calculations show that oxygen is prone to segregate to
this boundary.

© 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0087119

I. INTRODUCTION

High performance multi-crystalline (hpmc) silicon contains
dislocations and grain boundaries introduced during the solidifica-
tion process, in addition to impurities in-diffused from the cruci-
ble.1 Material defects, such as dislocations, grain boundaries, and
impurities, can act as recombination centers for electrons and
holes, thereby reducing the carrier lifetime of silicon wafers for
photovoltaic (PV) applications. Hydrogen can bond with and pas-
sivate a wide range of these defects and impurities in silicon.2–8

Thus, hydrogenation is an important step for improving the perfor-
mance of crystalline silicon solar cells. It is especially important in
multicrystalline silicon wafers due to its content of extended crystal

defects, such as grain boundaries (GBs) and dislocation clusters.
However, not all extended defects respond equally well to the
hydrogenation process. Dislocation clusters rarely improve, while
hydrogenation generally passivates GBs. However, not all grain
boundaries are passivated during hydrogenation; small-angle,
random-angle, and some cases of coincidence site lattice (CSL)
grain boundaries remain recombination active even after hydroge-
nation.9 It is, therefore, important to understand the nature of the
material structure and interfaces of the grain boundaries and
defects. A better understanding of the mechanism behind hydrogen
passivation of extended defects may result in optimized processes
and increased performance of solar cells.
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D-band emission lines were first described by Drozdov and
Partin10 in 1976. These lines were reported as emissions due to (or
associated with) dislocations in silicon.10,11 The D-lines have been
labeled D1 for the 0.812 eV peak, D2 for 0.875 eV, D3 for 0.934 eV,
and D4 for 1.000 eV.10–13 The D1 and D2 lines have often been
reported to originate from point defects located in the elastic strain
field around dislocations,12,14 the so-called Cottrell atmospheres.
Since the emission peak of D3 and D4 is mainly confined to dislo-
cation cores or sub-GBs, it has often been assumed to be due to the
defects themselves.12,15–17 However, the D3 emission has also been
correlated with oxygen precipitates18 and metal iron impurities.19

On the other hand, Wyller et al.14 found that in regions with high
concentration of iron precipitates, the D3 and D4 emissions were
reduced, while Nguyen et al.20 found no effect on the D3 and D4
emission by iron precipitates. Although no clear consensus has
been found on the exact underlying causes of the D3 and D4 peak,
they are generally understood to be correlated to the same defect.21

In addition, a sharp peak emission at 0.934 eV is often found to be
at similar energy as D3, but with different peak energy distribution
and properties.1 This peak is called “veryintenseD3” (VID3). To
best image this peak separately from D4, an image showing the dif-
ference between D4 and D3 has been reported.1

During crystal growth, large angle grain boundaries can act as
relaxation points for stress and strain.17 This can reduce the dislo-
cation density in the nearby regions. Small-angle grain boundaries
(sub-grain boundaries) on the other hand can be a result of high
stress exposure within a grain. These sub-grain boundaries are,
therefore, often found in areas of high defect density and can trap
other defects and impurities and become recombination active.
Nguyen et al.17 reported that the sub-GBs that only emit D3/D4
peaks may contain dislocations and stacking faults, but that a more
detailed microscopic structure study combined with high spatial
resolution photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy maps need to be
carried out to confirm the hypothesis. We have, therefore, focused
on investigating areas in the wafer-sample with high D-band emis-
sion lines VID3 (0.934 eV) using hyperspectral PL (HSPL), scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM), electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), as
well as modeled the grain boundaries and atom segregation using
density functional theory (DFT).

II. METHODS

In this study, commercially available boron doped hpmc Si
wafers with a resistivity of approximately 1Ω cm were investigated.
As-sawn wafers were damage etched in a HNA-solution (HF, nitric
acid, acetic acid) before in-diffusion of a two-sided phosphorus
emitter (�70Ω/sq.) in a POCl3 tube-furnace.22 A hydrogen-rich
SiNX anti-reflective coating (ARC) was deposited on both sides of
the wafers prior to a simulated contact firing process (without the
metal contacts present) in a belt furnace. The ARC and the phos-
phorus emitter layers were then removed in a new HNA-solution.
Hydrogenation of the wafers using this process routine has been
confirmed using FT-IR (Weiser et al.23). The wafers were then
cleaned and surface passivated using an a� Si :H=SiNX :H-stack
deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Surface
recombination velocities of less than 5 cm/s are routinely obtained

using this process.24 Hyperspectral photoluminescence (HSPL)
images, of samples cooled with liquid nitrogen to 90 K, were
obtained by using a NIR hyperspectral pushbroom camera
(SWIR, Specim, Finland). A similar setup has been used in previ-
ous studies.25,26 To separate the signals found in specific areas of
the sample, multivariate curve resolution (MCR)27 analysis was
conducted on the hyperspectral image. In order to understand
and correlate the material properties with a specific spectral pho-
toluminescence (HSPL) peak, we have used electron backscattered
diffraction (EBSD) in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) to
study the type of grain boundary and defect that resulted in a spe-
cific D-band emission line. We have then used focused ion beam
(FIB) with Ga+ ions accelerated at 30 kV using a JEOL JIB 4500
multibeam system to prepare samples from selected regions of
interest for scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM).
Analysis of the atomic and electronic structure was carried out
using a DCOR Cs probe-corrected FEI Titan G2 60-300 micro-
scope with 0.08 nm of nominal spatial resolution, a Bruker super
EDX detector, and a GIF Quantum 965 EELS Spectrometer using
annular bright-field (ABF), low-angle annular dark field (ADF),
and high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM detectors.
The structure of the silicon was indexed using fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT), and the strain was evaluated by geometric phase
analysis (GPA) using the FRWRtools plugin28 implemented in
Digital Micrograph (Gatan, Inc).

Density functional theory (DFT) simulations were per-
formed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP).29,30 The Perdew–Burke—Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized
gradient approximation (GGA)31 functional was used. A conver-
gence criterion in the change of the total energy of less than
10�5 eV was used for the ionic relaxations. The plane-wave energy
cut-off used was 420 eV. A gamma sampling of 0:25 k-points per Å
was used for the Brillouin zone.

The segregation energies (ΔEX) were calculated from

ΔEX ¼ (EX � Eref )� (EbulkX � EbulkSi), (1)

where EX is the energy of the twin boundary with solute, Eref is the
energy of the twin boundary with only Si, EbulkX is the energy of
one solute atom in bulk Si, and EbulkSi is the energy of one Si atom
in bulk Si.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows an optical image of the Si-wafer with overlaid
HSPL peak intensity maps (the VID3 peak is in yellow). The con-
trast generated revealed a microstructure of coarse polygonal
grains, often displaying characteristic growth twins. No apparent
relation between specific micro-structural features and PL emission
could be identified at this scale. Two areas (Areas A and B in
Fig. 1) have been selected to be further scrutinized in detail. These
areas emitted only in the VID3 band spectral range and from pro-
jected long slices, and these areas are easier to identify in the SEM.
A PL spectrum containing the VID3 band emission peak from this
area can be seen in Fig. 2 together with a PL spectrum in an area
with no defects. The VID3 peak is located at 0.934 eV, while the
peak at 1.1 eV is the band-to-band emission peak.
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Area A was then investigated further with SEM and EBSD.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show an optical image and an SEM band
contrast image with PL intensity overlaid. Here, we can observe the
location of the possible grain boundary (GB) that exhibits the
HSPL-VID3 band emission. The SEM image shows more detail of
the GB and the location of the areas investigated with TEM.
Figure 3(c) shows an EBSD image of the grain orientations and the
type of GBs present at the HSPL emission area and in the sur-
rounding areas. The map shows many Σ3 GBs with an active slip

system {1� 10}h111i. The GBs in the HSPL intensity center are Σ3
twin boundaries. However, there are many other Σ3 GBs in the sur-
rounding area that do not exhibit the VID3 band emission charac-
ter. We have, therefore, selected four areas of interest to examine
further with TEM, one without the VID3 band emission peak, two
on the edge of the signal, and one in the center of the signal [as
shown in Fig. 3(b)]. Figure 3(d) shows a grain reference orientation
deviation (GROD) angle from the same area. This is the mean mis-
orientation of each pixel relative to the mean orientation of all
points belonging to the area.32 The HSPL VID3 band emission area
is located in an area with a 5� misorientation angle, relative to the
mean orientation of the grain. The neighboring area has a GROD

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra showing the VID3 band emission peak (at
0.934 eV) mapped in Fig. 1 together with the band-to-band peak (at 1.1 eV) in
areas with no defect.

FIG. 1. Optical image of the wafer with HSPL intensities for VID3 in yellow
showing the two areas investigated in this paper (Areas A and B).

FIG. 3. Area A: (a) optical image with HSPL image overlaid, (b) a band contrast
image with HSPL image overlaid [with the location of FIB samples (Area 1–Area
4)], (c) an EBSD image (grain orientation) showing many Σ3 twins with the
active slip system {1� 10}h111i, (d) a grain orientation deviation map with the
oriented structures as an inset, (e) a crystal orientation of the green and red
grain in (d), and (f ) a stereographic projection of the 111 with points and orien-
tations of the two crystals in (e).
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angle of 2.5�. This shows that this area has undergone more strain
than the surrounding areas with assumed similar types of GBs. The
structural orientation of the different grain is shown as an inset in
the image. The orientation of the green and red grain in Fig. 3(d) is
shown in (e), and their orientation relationship can be seen from
the stereographic projection in Fig. 3(f ). Tilted about 20� with
respect to the surface normal of the 111 plane, the two orientations
have a similar h110i tilt axis.

The VID3-band emission intensity can also be observed in
Area B, shown in Fig. 4(a) and more closely in the EBSD-SEM
band contrast image in Fig. 4(b). The HSPL-VID3 band emission

peak is located on a sub-grain boundary, with only about a �10�

tilt difference, shown in the EBSD grain orientation image in
Fig. 4(c). A FIB sample was made from the sub-grain, but the grain
boundary was not observable. The grain reference orientation devi-
ation angle map of Area B is shown in Fig. 4(d). As seen in Area A,
the area of high HSPL-VID3 intensity is from an area with a �5�

GROD angle with a boundary to a grain with a �3� GROD angle.
The structural orientation of the different grain is shown as an
inset in the image. The orientation of the green and red grain in
Fig. 3(d) is shown in (e), and their orientation relationship can bee
seen from the stereographic projection in Fig. 3(g).

High resolution STEM (HAADF) images of Area 1, Area 2,
and Area 4 in Area A is shown in Fig. 5. These three areas are from
the edge of the signal (Area 1), the center of the signal (Area 2),
and the area with no signal (Area 4). The images all show grain
boundaries containing coherent Σ3{111}, twin boundaries. We found
an angle of �143� between all the twin plane (half of that is
Θ ¼ 71:5�); this is slightly higher than ΘΣ3 of 70.5� defined by the

FIG. 4. Area B: (a) optical image with HSPL image overlaid, (b) a band contrast
image with HSPL image overlaid, (c) an EBSD grain orientation image [inverse
pole figure (IPF) in the Z direction] showing a sub-grain boundary, (d) a grain
reference orientation deviation (GROD) angle map, (e) a crystal orientation of
the green and red grain in (d), and (f ) a stereographic projection of the 111 with
points and orientations of the two crystals in (e). FIG. 5. High resolution STEM images of (a) Area 1, (b) Area 2, and (c) Area 4.
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coincidence site lattice (CSL) relation.33,34 No other defects or pre-
cipitates were found in or near the twin boundary.

High resolution STEM images of Area 3 (Fig. 6) show the
same type of Σ3{111} twin boundary as found for the other areas in

Fig. 5. However, when we take a closer look at one of the twin
boundaries in Fig. 6 boundary i [location shown by the yellow
square in Fig. 6(a)], a small defect close to the twin boundary can
be seen, and the area is presented in Figs. 6(c)–6(g). The habit
plane of the defect seems to be 113. Figures 6(c)–6(f ) show the
bright-field (BF), annular BF (ABF), the annular dark field (ADF),
and high angled annular DF (HAADF) detectors found with a
camera length of 48 mm. The defect has a bright contrast in ABF
and ADF detector images indicating small strain. The HAADF
detector image, which would show a difference in atomic weight,
on the other hand, does not show this defect. However, the image
signal is slightly weak in this area. The contrast intensity at the
defect [the red square in Fig. 6(c), as well as for all the detector
images] is plotted in Fig. 6(g), with the BF image investigated on
top. In the BF image, the dark areas are the atomic columns and
the bright areas holes/lighter elements. The plot shows low inten-
sity of the HAADF detector, while the ABF detector shows a more
broad peak intensity in between the atomic columns (especially in
the middle of the two high contrast BF peaks). This shows high
intensity at low collection angles/low scattering.

To investigate this defect further, geometric phase analysis
(GPA) of the bright-field (BF) image was carried out using the
(220) reflection to study if the contrast variations resulted from
strain from the area in Figs. 6(c)–6(g); see Fig. 7(a). The GPA
shows an area of only very small compressive and tensile strain
(less than 1%), shown in Fig. 7(b). This may be too small strain for
this to be due to dislocations or stacking faults and may be more
likely due to substitutional elements. Since the HAADF image
shows less intensity in this area, we may have the presence of a
lighter element, such as O, B, N, C, or O–H complex. Figure 7(c)
shows an image made by first masking in all diffraction points
related to the 110 projection in a fast Fourier transformed image
(FFT) and then making an image by inverse FFT only these diffrac-
tion points. The blue and green square shows an area of the sample
that has been used for the FFT patterns in (e) and (f). However,
the actual analysis area is much bigger. Figure 7(d) is made by
making an image from what is left after removing all diffraction
points. The structure above and below the defect seems slightly
tilted. Figure 6(e) shows the FFT pattern of the structure below the
defect, while Fig. 6(f ) from above the defect. Red arrows in the
image are indicating diffraction spots that have an increased inten-
sity in the area above the defect. Simulated diffraction images using
JEMS-SWISS35 of the pristine Si structure in the [110] projection
and in the tilted projection are shown in Figs. 6(g) and 6(h),
respectively. The Si crystal above the defects seems to be tilted in
the [1�1�1] direction, where the center of the Laue circle is at
around (7.0, �7.0, �4.7). This seems to either be a small defect or
a sub-grain boundary extending from the twin.

Impurity segregation to the Σ3{111} grain boundary was calcu-
lated with DFT for light element impurities, such as boron, nitro-
gen, and carbon. The results are shown in Fig. 8. When
incorporating an impurity atom into the twin boundary (in various
atomic configurations), the segregation energy shows the most
stable positions when negative. From these calculations, it seems
that N is most favorable for segregating toward the Σ3{111} grain
boundary. Carbon on the other hand has the least favorable segre-
gation energies and will tend to rather diffuse in bulk than to the

FIG. 6. (a) STEM image of Area 3 showing three twin grain boundaries (i)–(k)
and the yellow square marks of defect in (c)–(g). (b) HR-STEM images of the
twin boundaries in (a). (c) BF-STEM, (d) ABF-STEM, (e) ADF-STEM, (f )
HAADF-STEM image of the defect, and (g) presents an intensity contrast from
the red square in figure (a) from detector BF, ABF, ADF, and HAADF in the
defect region, with the BF image of the area investigated on top.
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twin boundaries. However, in these calculations, we have only con-
sidered substitutional segregation. However, for the lighter ele-
ments, the diffusion process may be more complicated because
interstitial segregation is a possibility and may be more favorable.36

IV. DISCUSSION

In summary of the two areas investigated, we found

1. Area A:
(a) Contained many coherent Σ3{111} grain boundaries.
(b) Some of the GB-areas are recombination active and some

are not.
(c) High grain reference orientation angle (high stress) in sur-

rounding grains to boundary with high VID3 emission.
(d) Defect/impurity found in a VID3/high GROD-region.

2. Area B:
(a) Sub-grain/small-angle GB.
(b) High GROD angle.

3. Modeling:
(a) The most probable element for substitutional segregation to

the twin boundary is oxygen.

Both areas (Areas A and B) with a high HSPL VID3 band
emission peak shows high GROD intensity (high misorientation
angle) compared to the surrounding areas. In both areas, the inten-
sity is at a boundary between two grains or areas in between twin
planes that both have a GROD misorientation angle of 5� and the
other with 2�–3�. This misorientation shows strain that could have
been caused by the crystal growth or possibly by impurities and
defects in the structure. The stereographic projection in Fig. 3(f ) of
Area A shows that the two grains have a common tilt axis, the
h110i. We can, therefore, assume that most of the misorientation
around the Σ3 GBs are due to a tilt around this axis. Any misfit dis-
locations will extend along this axis, which is almost parallel to the
FIB sample and will, therefore, be difficult to observe.

All grain boundaries in Area A consist of coherent Σ3 twin
boundaries. These types of twin boundaries are very common in
photovoltaic multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si).37–39 Defect free coher-
ent Σ3 twin boundaries are found to have very low boundary
energy, negligible electrical activity, and recombination
free.33,37,40,41 They, therefore, present very little damage to the elec-
trical properties of the wafer and can be beneficial to the overall
solar cell device due to the improved minority carrier diffusion
lengths. However, if the Σ3 twin boundary is incoherent or deco-
rated with dislocations or metallic impurities, the twin boundary
will have an increased electrical activity and the minority carrier
diffusion length will be considerably reduced.33,37,42–45 The Σ3 twin
boundary has generally a 140.5� misorientation angle between the
(111) planes, which gives an θΣ3 (70.5�) of half, which is defined
by the coincidence site lattice (CSL) relation.33 Ohno et al.45 found
high recombination activity in twin boundaries with a positive
deviation in the tilt angle θΣ3 . 70:5�. In addition, if these bound-
aries are less harmful to the photoelectric properties, they can also
result in Σ9 and Σ27 boundaries, which are more recombination
active and may contain precipitates, such as Fe, C, or O.37,46

However, none of these have been observed. Electrical activity of
defects may be due to minority carrier trapping levels present in

FIG. 7. (a) GPA map of image (a) in Fig. 6(a) using d220 reflection, (b) shows
strain intensity in the defected regions shown in (a), (c) a filtered image, of a
higher resolution image, using all diffraction spots related to the 110 projection
[blue and green squares indicate a part of the sample used for FFT (the actual
area is much bigger)], (d) a filtered image using what was not imaged in (c), (e)
the FFT pattern of the area above the defect, (f ) the FFT pattern of the area
below the defect [red arrows indicate an increased intensity in the (113) spot],
(g) a simulated electron diffraction pattern of a pristine Si crystal in [110] projec-
tion, and (h) a Simulated electron diffraction pattern of an Si crystal tilted in the
[1�1�1] direction where the center of the Laue circle is at (7.0, �7.0, �4.7).
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the bandgap, which are acting as recombination centers,47 such as
dangling bonds.41 If the symmetry of the Σ3 twin boundary is
partly broken, the grain boundary may become electrically active.33

The twin boundaries observed in this sample were all with a
θΣ3 ¼ 71:5�. However, they all seem to be coherent twin boundar-
ies. No defects seem to have been connected to the twins, part
from the small defect observed in Fig. 6. There could be defects in
other planes not observed in our analysis.

The sub-grain boundary in Fig. 4 of Area B shows a small tilt
between the two grains, and no sectioning of the grain boundary
has been observed but may exist. Sub-grain boundaries have been
reported to behave as shunts, with increased electrical activity, and
are strong recombination sites for minority carriers compared to
random GBs.48 In order to improve the overall performance of an
Si solar cell, this defect should be avoided.

In a previous study on boron (B) doped cubic silicon carbide
(SiC),49 we observed an atomic layer of B in the SiC structure by
STEM and GPA analysis. Boron is a light material and will scatter
in low angles in the TEM. Using low collection angles to observe
them was important. Boron had also only a small effect on the
high-angle annular dark field STEM image. This is similar to what
we can observe in our HRSTEM images in Fig. 6; here, we can
observe a small defect in the 113 habit plane. We have modeled
substitutional elements C, B, and N to see if they have low segrega-
tion energy at this twin boundary. In addition, oxygen has been
proposed as a possibility. However, the most likely scenario would
be for interstitial segregation to occur. The gettering ability of a
perfectly coherent Σ3 twin boundary has been reported to be weak
and having very little interaction with impurities.44,50 The oxygen
has mostly been found to getter dislocations composed of small-
angle tilt boundaries (SATBs) and has only been found to segregate
to Σ3 twin boundaries if the boundary is connected with
dislocations.51–53 The gettering ability of oxygen atoms has been
shown to depend both on the dislocation strain and on the disloca-
tion density. Maji et al.54 found that local tensile strain due to
vacancies or geometrical distortions favors oxygen segregation at

Σ3 twin boundaries. The defect observed in Figs. 6 and 7 could be
due to precipitates decorating a small defect and due to a small tilt
in orientation between the two grains. The contrast differences in
the HRTEM images could imply that this is an initial stage of a
coherent precipitate disk called a Guinier–Preston zone (GP
zone)55 often found in metallic alloys. Similar precipitates have
been observed by Ohno et al.,56 where Cu precipitation is formed
in a similar process as GP-zones were observed at small-angle tilt
boundaries. Duguay et al.57 investigated silicon doped with high
amounts of boron and found a high density of dislocation loops
and enriched rods as 113 defects. Similar defects have been in
other materials, such as electron-irradiated Ge investigated by Lima
and Howie,58 where small rod-like 113 defects were observed.
However, more investigations are needed to confirm the metallic
impurities.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the underlying reasons for
the HSPL VID3 band emission peak in multicrystalline silicon by
hyperspectral imaging, SEM, EBSD, and STEM. The results have
shown that the location of the VID3 peak intensity is at

1. the area with high grain reference orientation deviation (high
GROD angle),

2. at the sub-grain boundary or near the Σ3 twin boundary, and
3. defects near the Σ3 twin boundary, which may be caused by a

defect in another plane, precipitates decorating a small defect,
or a tilt deviation between two grains,

where one or more of these conditions should be present for the
HSPL VID3 band emission peak to be intense.
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